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BREAKING: Johnny Tallbear was just exonerated of a murder he didn’t commit after 26 years in an Oklahoma prison. Tallbear, of the Iowa Tribe, is one of the first Native people to be exonerated by DNA in the U.S.

Johnny Tallbear exonerated after 26 years in prison for a murder he didn’t commit
Tallbear served 26 years for murder based on the erroneous statements of an alleged eyewitness who claimed...
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Minneapolis police will no longer conduct sting operations targeting small-scale marijuana sellers after a gaping racial disparity was uncovered.

46 of 47 Arrested in Low-Level Marijuana Stings Were Black, So Minneapolis Police Put...
Victoria Garrett has reportedly not been seen since June 5. She is only 15 years old. https://bit.ly/2l3E9ZF/

Another Black Teenage Girl Goes Missing In Chicago As Fears Rise Of A Serial Kidnapper
Victoria Garrett has not been seen since June 5. She is only 15 years old.
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What's up?! Today is the day! Our #SayHerName week of action has officially begun! We cannot afford to ignore or make light of the state and state-sanctioned violence that particularly affects Black women and girls. We #SayHerName because not only does the impact on Black women and girls go ignored but our liberation depends on keeping black women, girls, and femmes safe. And that means engaging in difficult conversations about racialized gender and sexual relationships in America and...
In a narrow 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court in #HustedvAPRI have unfortunately approved Ohio's voter suppression tactics, allowing the state to target infrequent voters for removal and to deprive them of the fundamental right to vote.

Supreme Court upholds Ohio’s way of removing infrequent voters from rolls

The justices ruled 5 to 4 that the state’s process does not violate federal law.
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The woman who wound up with a face full of sand during a violent arrest on a New Jersey beach over Memorial Day weekend is telling her side of the story..

WATCH: Woman in Violent New Jersey Beach Arrest Rips Cops: 'They Think They Can Do Whatever They Want'

The woman who wound up with a face full of sand during a violent arrest on a New Jersey beach over Memorial Day weekend is telling her side of the story...
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Must publicly claim prize? Fine. This woman was smart!

Jamaican Super Lotto winner goes viral after picking up her check in hilarious disguise - theGrio

If you ever win the lottery, you may want to take a few pointers from the latest Jamaican Super Lotto...
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The officer tried to claim he was defending himself, but even his fellow officers wouldn't cover for him! Now this uniformed thug is facing jail time for his brutality!

Cop Found Guilty After "Shocking" Video Showed Him Choking a Handcuffed Man

A cop who was caught choking a handcuffed man after losing his temper was held accountable this month and...
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Black Youth Project 6 hours ago

Black queer people need community-building spaces that center our needs because we are afforded so few.

Keep your white friends and partners away from Black Pride events
blackyouthproject.com
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HuffPost Black Voices 3 hours ago

This is why you never give up.

USC Runner's Amazing Rally Proves Race Isn't Over Until It's Over
The announcers said Purdue had won before the relay finish. Kendall Ellis proved them wrong to clinch...
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I Love Being Black 1 hour ago

VIDEO: A cute insider look at Daddy LeBron James!
If they don't win the game,
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VIDEO: Police in Texas deployed a Taser against a mother in a wheelchair who was simply recording her daughter’s arrest. DETAILS: https://bit.ly/2HCaJdK/
#digginginthefiles Join our new group for the latest updates: Police Accountability & Filming Cop Community
A wise man said Trump is a “Mean-spirited, soulless, immoral, amoral, abusive con-artist son of a b—h.” Did we miss anything Robert Deniro? #TonyAwards

Robert De Niro goes in on Trump in profanity-laced speech at Tony Awards - theGrio
Actor Robert De Niro exercised his free speech in an epic way and cursed out President Donald Trump during...

VIDEO: This man owns these cops after they harass him! Join our new group for the latest updates: Police Accountability & Filming Cop Community Visit: www.filmingcops.com/
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Supreme Court asked to shield Sonoma County deputy who killed a 13-year-old carrying a pellet gun

The Supreme Court has made it much harder to sue for police officers for wrongful shootings.
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Last week, a Harvard study revealed that as many as 4,645 people (more than seventy times the initial government estimate) may have died in Puerto Rico after Hurricane Maria hit the island last year—and many members of the media have essentially ignored the news. Read the heartbreaking stories shared through the hashtag #4645Boricuas and make sure everyone in your network is aware of and ready to demand justice for the US government’s criminally negligent treatment of the people of...

Make Sure Everyone You Know Is Talking About Puerto Rico
You can also demand justice for a trans woman who died in ICE custody and ask your representative in the... THENATION.COM
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Chicago Police Investigate Officers’ Handcuffing of Boy, 10

Chicago Police Investigate Officers’ Handcuffing of Boy, 10 | Afro
Home Afro Briefs Chicago Police Investigate Officers’ Handcuffing of Boy, 10 By Associated Press - June...
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VIDEO: Chop Suey was invented by immigrants in the US during exclusion and helped to make Chinese food less "threatening" to white Americans. Their efforts paid off, and the number of Chinese restaurants doubled in San Francisco between 1910 to 1920. The popularity of restaurants made Chinatown a destination, helping to preserve the community when city leaders attempted to push Chinese residents out.
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VIDEO: Donald Trump has proven that he knows nothing. From complaints about kneeling to pardons, this guy just...God Bless America.
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Money Mondays: Get Out Of Debt Now [Link]

CONSUMER DEBT IS ON YOUR MIND. WHY? While we have been paying a lot of attention to the good economic news...
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Police The Police

If you feel the need to punch a 14 year old boy because he says a word you don't like, you're a special kind of snowflake that has no business wearing a badge! #BadgedBullies

WATCH: State Trooper Grabs Handcuffed 14yo Boy By the Neck, Punches Him in the Face
Disturbing cellphone video was recently posted to Facebook showing a police officer grab a 14-year-old boy...
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Cop Block UK

Nothing to hide, nothing to fear? #Hillsborough

Six accused over Hillsborough make court bid to block prosecutions
Hillsborough match commander David Duckenfield and five other men will attempt to block their prosecutions...
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Right, Or billions.
Teenage Girls Are Going Missing In Chicago

Victoria Garrett has not been seen since June 5. She is only 15 years old.
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Ex-NBA Star Matt Barnes Sues Ex-Wife And In-Laws For Fraud
Ex-NBA Star Matt Barnes Sues Ex-Wife And In-Laws For Fraud

Ex-NBA star Matt Barnes is accusing his ex-wife Gloria Govan and her parents of embezzling over $300,000...
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Johnny Tallbear exonerated after 26 years in prison for a murder he didn’t commit

Tallbear served 26 years for murder based on the erroneous statements of an alleged eyewitness who claimed...
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Eva Marcille Gains A Peach In New Season Of ‘Real Housewives’

Following numerous reports that Kenya Moore has been demoted and downgraded to “friend” status on Real...
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Stay away from anti-Bron brothas.
I Don't Trust Black Men Who Hate Lebron James

VERYSMARTBROTHERS.THEROOT.COM
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VIDEO: Hahaha! Could you be this funny if you were being arrested? Join our new group for the latest updates: Police Accountability & Filming Cop Community Visit: www.filmingcops.com/
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Ojibwe hockey star T.J. Oshie celebrates team’s historic championship victory
Ojibwe hockey star T.J. Oshie made history as the Washington Capitals hockey team won its first Stanley...
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